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Hands-on DevOps: Explore the concept of continuous delivery and integrate it with data science conceptsPackt Publishing, 2017

	Transform yourself into a specialist in DevOps adoption for Big Data on cloud


	Key Features

	
		Learn the concepts of Bigdata and Devops and Implement them
	
		Get Acquainted with DevOps Frameworks Methodologies and Tools
	
		A practical approach to build and work efficiently with your...
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PostGIS CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	For web developers and software architects this book will provide a vital guide to the tools and capabilities available to PostGIS spatial databases. Packed with hands-on recipes and powerful concepts.


	Overview

	
		Integrate PostGIS with web frameworks and implement OGC standards such as WMS and WFS using...
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NuGet 2 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	A clearly written guide for .NET developers who want to get to grips with the NuGet package manager. Filled with practical examples, it leads up to teaching you how to set up your own internal server.


	Overview

	
		Easily find and refer third-party libraries from your projects
	
		Create packages...
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Practical Software Factories in .NETApress, 2006
The promise of Software Factories is to streamline and automate software development-and thus to produce higher-quality software more efficiently. The key idea is to promote systematic reuse at all levels and exploit economies of scope, which translates into concrete savings in planning, development, and maintenance efforts. However, the theory...
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Application Design for Wearable Computing (Synthesis Lectures on Mobile and Pervasive Computing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
Mobile access is the gating technology required to make information available at any place and at any time. Its application domains range from inspection, maintenance, manufacturing, and navigation to on-the-move collaboration, position sensing, and real-time speech recognition and language translation. In the course of developing wearable systems...
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Real World Java EE Patterns Rethinking Best PracticesLulu.com, 2009

	This pragmatic book offers the real world knowledge you need to develop lean and maintainable Java EE 5 / 6 applications. Real World Java EE Patterns - Rethinking Best Practices guides you to efficient patterns and best practices in a structured way, with code from real world projects. This book includes coverage of: An introduction into the...
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The RSpec Book: Behaviour Driven Development with Rspec, Cucumber, and Friends (The Facets of Ruby Series)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		You'll get started right away with RSpec 2 and Cucumber by developing a simple game, using Cucumber to express high-level requirements in language your customer understands, and RSpec to express more granular requirements that focus on the behavior of individual objects in the system. You'll learn how to use test doubles...
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Spring Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2014

	Spring Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach, Third Edition builds upon the best-selling success of the previous editions and focuses on the latest Spring Framework features for building enterprise Java applications. This book provides code recipes for the following, found in the latest Spring:

	
		Spring fundamentals:...
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Supply Chain Planning, Second Edition: An Analytics-based ApproachBusiness Expert Press, 2021

	The book is intended for supply chain professionals, as well as for graduate and advanced undergraduate students. Practitioners will obtain valuable new insights and examples of implementable frameworks and methods for managing their supply chain functions and organizations. Students will develop an understanding of real-world approaches for...
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A Programmer's Introduction to C#Apress, 2000
Written as an introduction to the new C#, this guide takes the experienced C programmer a few steps beyond the basics. It covers objects, data types, and flow control, and even delves into some background on the new Microsoft NET Frameworks environment. Keeping in mind that this is for those familiar with C (and even Java), the book goes into some...
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Model-Driven Development of Advanced User Interfaces (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Model-Driven Development (MDD) has become an important paradigm in software

	development. The approach claims to provide a solution for systematic and

	efficient software development for the highly complex systems developed nowadays.

	It uses models, i.e. abstract representations of certain aspects of a system,

	as primary artifacts...
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Trust, Institutions and Managing Entrepreneurial Relationships in Africa: An SME Perspective (Palgrave Studies of Entrepreneurship in Africa)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book highlights the importance of understanding how trust and indigenous African cultural institutions enhance the development of entrepreneurial networks and relationships in Africa. Drawing on institutional theories, the author re-examines the way that entrepreneurial behaviour can be shaped, with a focus on trust, networks...
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